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Princesa Y El Guisante
Join The Ugly Duckling on his journey through the big,
wide world to find the place where he truly belongs.
With vibrant illustrations, The Ugly Duckling inspires a
love for reading and provides an opportunity for you
and your child to bond over a classic
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The Ugly Duckling Goes to Work
An ugly duckling spends an unhappy year excluded
by the other animals before he grows into a beautiful
swan.

The Ugly Duckling
First published in 1908, this unabridged text features
the dynamic artwork and dramatic perspectives of
Matt Tavares in full-color for the first time.

Patito Feo
Rare edition with unique illustrations. Hans Christian
Andersen was a Danish author best known for writing
children's stories including "The Little Mermaid" and
"The Ugly Duckling." But he didn't just write short
stories, and his intended audience wasn't restricted to
children. In addition to his fairy tales, Andersen wrote
poems, plays, novels, travel books, essays, and more.
He hungered for recognition at home (Denmark) and
abroad-and he got it! Eventually. Today, his stories
can be read in over one hundred languages. But no
matter what language they're in, Andersen's tales
have got something for everyone. In them, you'll find
beauty, tragedy, nature, religion, artfulness,
deception, betrayal, love, death, judgment, penance,
and-occasionally-a happy ending. They're complex
tales, but since Andersen himself was pretty complex,
we like to think that art imitates life. Or something
like that. "The Ugly Duckling" is a literary fairy tale by
Danish poet and author Hans Christian Andersen. The
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story tells of a homely little bird born in a barnyard
who suffers abuse from the others around him until,
much to his delight (and to the surprise of others), he
matures into a beautiful swan, the most beautiful bird
of all. The story is beloved around the world as a tale
about personal transformation for the better.

The Ugly Duckling / El Patito Feo
When she has trouble mastering her dance steps in
the part of the Ugly Duckling for the spring ballet
recital, Tanya is discouraged and fears that she has
much in common with the character.

Instructora de Gallos (Rooster Instructor)
Jack and the Beanstalk, Grades PK - 3
A bilingual retelling of the story of the ugly duckling
who spends an unhappy year ostracized by the other
animals before he grows into a beautiful swan.

Jack and the Beanstalk
En este libro el autor examina cuidadosamente los
cuentos de Hans Christian andersen, para extraer
toda su sabiduría y ponerla en práctica en nuestro
lugar de trabajo, no hay mejor herramienta para
aprender que los cuentos infantiles.

El patito feo
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An ugly duckling spends an unhappy year excluded
by the other animals before he grows into a beautiful
swan.

El Patito Feo
A Craving for Life
An account of the author's struggle with bulimia and
of how the loss of her father, grief, secrecy, and
interior anger brought her to the brink of destruction;
her journey to recovery and happiness in a second
marriage.

The Ugly Duckling
In this beloved tale, the Little Red Hen makes
delicious bread that her lazy friends can't resist.
Children will eagerly continue reading to see what she
will do when everyone wants a taste! Between the
pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books
are the classic tales of magic, imagination, and
inspiration that will delight children again and again.
From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish
Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's
interest and spark their imagination page after page,
inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading. Each
book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating
illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".

The Ugly Duckling
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Los niños disfrutarán leyendo o escuchando (¡o
ambas cosas a la vez!) esta edición bilingüe del Patito
Feo. Adaptación del cuento de Hans Christian
Andersen. Un huevo de cisne llegó al nido de una pata
que vivía en una granja del campo. Al nacer, resultó
ser un patito muy feo; desproporcionado en tamaño
con respecto a sus agraciados hermanitos y de color
diferente. Todos los demás patos se burlaban de él y
lo rechazaban por ser diferente a ellos. Fue pasando
el tiempo y el patito feo creció encontrando su lugar
en el mundo junto a una familia de cisnes. Children
will enjoy reading or listening to (or both at the same
time!) this bilingual edition of the Ugly Duckling.
Adaptation of the Hans Christian Andersen story. A
swan's egg found its way into the nest of a leg that
lived on a farm in the countryside. At birth, it turned
out to be a very ugly duckling; disproportionate in
size to its graceful little brothers and sisters and of a
different colour. All the other ducks made fun of him
and rejected him for being different from them. Time
passed and the ugly duckling grew up to find its place
in the world with a family of swans.

El Patito Feo/the Ugly Duckling
A beautiful billingual English-Polish picture book of
The Ugly Duckling. An accessible introduction to
modern languages, these billingual readers present
well known fairy tales with parallel text in English and
Polish. Stories are told in approximately 400 words
and are supported by modern artwork. The two
languages are in different fonts to help distinguish
them clearly on each spread. As well as a perfect
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approach to learning a new language for the first
time, these books will be a useful tool for EAL
teaching as well. The texts are perfectly pitched for
children aged 5-7 and up.

The Little Red Hen
Un patito feo pasa un muy infeliz año cuando es
rechazado por los demas animales hasta que crece y
se convierte en un hermoso cisne.

Jack and the Beanstalk/Juan Y Los
Frijoles Magicos
The 24-page book, Jill and the Beanstalk, introduces
early learners to teacher-focused concepts that will
help them gain important reading comprehension and
social skills. The vibrant illustrations and engaging
leveled text in the Little Birdie Books’ Leveled
Readers work together to tell fun stories while
supporting early readers. Featuring grade-appropriate
vocabulary and activities, these books help children
develop essential skills for reading proficiency.

Scholastic Reading & Math Jumbo
Workbook Grade 4
By feeling a pea through twenty mattresses and
twenty featherbeds, a girl proves that she is a real
princess.

The Ugly Duckling
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A beautiful girl with extraordinarily long golden hair is
imprisoned in a lonely tower by a witch.

Patito Feo
Libby's rooster, Doodle, doesn't crow. He peeps. So,
Libby starts Rooster School just for Doodle. She tries
everything to teach him how to crow, but he just says
peep. In a huff, she cancels Rooster School. A few
days later while catching frogs, Libby hears Doodle
crow from the barn! Aligned to Common Core
standards and correlated to state standards. Calico
Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
Translated by native Spanish speakers--and
immersion school educators.

Sirenita
Con esta amplia colección el niño podrá disfrutar y
aprender al mismo tiempo. Los más pequeños
completarán los rompecabezas de seis piezas,
mientras se emocionan con el Patito Feo. Asimismo
podrán iniciarse en la lectura de los cuentos clásicos
de una forma fácil y amena.

The Ugly Duckling
300 skill-building pages that give kids practice with
vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension,
writing, multiplication, division, fractions, and
everything they'll need to succeed as students. For
use with Grade 4.
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El patito feo / The Ugly Duckling
An ugly duckling is made fun of by the other animals
before he grows into a beautiful swan.

The Ugly Duckling
Libby and her friend Becca are searching for bugs to
finish their nature worksheet for school. They come
across a dragonfly trapped in an old spider web. Very
carefully, Libby frees the dragonfly and sets it free in
a new home. Aligned to Common Core standards and
correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an imprint
of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO. Translated by
native Spanish speakers--and immersion school
educators.

Jill and the Beanstalk
A little sea princess, longing to be human, trades her
mermaid's tail for legs, hoping to win the love of a
prince no matter what the cost.

Two White Rabbits
"Foreword by Stephen R. Covey Are outer demands
for more success, more money, and more prestige
overwhelming your inner longings? Is your work no
longer energizing you? For many people in the work
world, years of frenetic activity and blind ambition are
actually killing them. They are enslaved to the
opinions of othersto the financial burden of an
extravagant lifestyleto a crushing fear of failure. The
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great Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen
succinctly illuminated foibles like these in his
treasured fairy tales for children and adults. Now, the
powerful lessons of these classic folk tales have been
ingeniously applied to the complexities of the modern
workplace. The Ugly Duckling Goes to Work probes H.
C. Andersen's sharp and witty stories for lessons that
will inspire you to bring more meaning, more energy,
and more joy to your work -- to create a meaningful
work life. You'll read about: * The Emperor's New
Clothes: This prickly story pokes fun at phoniness and
snobbery and shows how fear and ego can drive you
to foolishness. You'll learn to reclaim your own
agenda by using two terrific fool-detectors: selfawareness and candid conversations. * The Ugly
Duckling: This fierce tale of rejection, survival,
longing, learning, and growing teaches you that
success is not just having a great career, but finding
out where you belong and becoming the person you
were meant to be. * The Dung Beetle: The dung
beetle, a self-absorbed and status-driven creature,
provides a cautionary example of the need to get past
illusions and face the reality of your strengths and
weaknesses in order to succeed. * The Nightingale:
This charming story looks at a plain little bird that
sings the most enchanting songs, drawing its strength
from nature, meaning, and freedom -- in sharp
contrast to the gold, titles, and applause that
motivate the emperor's court. The tale teaches you to
push beyond mere perfunctory performances and
reach your full potential. In addition to the concise
summaries and probing analyses of H. C. Andersen's
tales, The Ugly Duckling Goes to Work includes the
author's new translations of the full texts, which
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restore the humor and rich detail often muted in
previous English translations. Simple but never
simplistic, these insightful interpretations and
translations of some of the most cherished stories
ever written will help you look deeply at your life,
laugh lightly at your flaws, and make the changes
needed to build a more meaningful, joyful work life."

E-book y Audio bilingüe. El patito feo /
The Ugly Duckling
English-Spanish Version In this beloved tale, Jack
watches in amazement as his magic beans grow into
a beanstalk that reaches beyond the clouds! Children
will eagerly continue reading to see whether Jack can
sneak past a hungry giant to rescue the golden harp.
Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake
Stories books are the classic tales of magic,
imagination, and inspiration that will delight children
again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to
the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories will
capture children's interest and spark their imagination
page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature
and reading. Each book includes 32 pages of fresh,
captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".

Red Ted Art
Crafting has never been more popular and Maggy
Woodley, the creative force behind Red Ted, is
passionate about making things with her children,
Max, four, and Pippa, two. Using recycled materials
and bits and bobs collected when out and about, here
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are over 60 utterly irresistible things to make with
your kids. From adorable peanut shell finger puppets
to walnut babies, loo roll marionettes and egg carton
fairy lights, fabric mache bowls, stick men and shell
crabs, stone people, and many more, these are
projects for all the family to have fun with. And what's
more, the end results are so cute and desirable that
they look great around the home, or make
wonderfully unique and personal gifts. With a funky,
modern design and vibrant full colour photography
throughout, this is a must-have addition to every
young family's bookshelf.

Rescatadora de Bichos (Bug Rescuer)
The Ugly Pumpkin
Hans Christian Andersen's first fairy story was
published in 1835 and his last in 1872. This sotry is in
part an allegory of Andersen's own life, as in youth he
was a poverty-striken misfit, mocked at by his school
fellows. The mute swans in the illustrations breed in
Denmark, and the Danish climate shapes this tale. Set
in Denmark, circa late 19th century.

The Bilingual Fairy Tales Ugly Duckling
A retelling of the classic story of the boy who climbs a
beanstalk and outwits a giant.

The Ugly Duckling In English and Spanish
(Bilingual Edition)
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There once was an ugly duckling, With feathers all
stubby and brown, And the other birds, in so many
words, said, 'Get out of town!' A picture book based
on the much-loved and heart-warming song. Includes
a CD performed by favourite children's entertainer
Justine Clarke!

El Patito Feo Se Va a Trabajar/ the Ugly
Duckling Goes to Work
Set in the wilds of Africa, Caldecott Honor winner
Rachel Isadora's stunning interpretation of the
beloved Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale portrays
African animals and landscapes with beautiful detail.
As the ugly duckling searches for a place where he
can fit in, Isadora's vibrant collages capture the
beauty in everything from glistening feathers to
shimmering sunsets.

El Patito Feo
Hans Christian Andersen fairytales are magical; but
how do you get kids excited about the stories when
most translations were written over 100 years ago in
a dated English? This is a retelling of one of
Anderson’s most beloved stories: The Ugly Duckling.
This book is also available as a larger anthology with
even more Andersen stories. KidLit-o is a new
publishing house just for kids! From reimagined
classics to history books, there's something for
everyone here!

Presenting Tanya, the Ugly Duckling
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Ninja Red Riding Hood
Patito Feo
Join The Ugly Duckling on his journey through the big,
wide world to find the place where he truly belongs.
With vibrant illustrations, The Ugly Duckling inspires a
love for reading and provides an opportunity for you
and your child to bond over a classic tale. This title,
retold in English and Spanish, is an excellent skillbuilder for reading and foreign language
comprehension. Between the covers of this 32-page
book is a classic tale of magic, imagination, and
inspiration that delights children again and again. The
stories in this series capture children's interest and
spark their imagination page after page. With
captivating illustrations, this 8" x 8" book can inspire
a lifelong love for literature and reading

The Ugly Duckling (Illustrated)
THE UGLY DUCKLING: Featuring 32 pages of fresh,
captivating illustrations, this 8" x 8" story book tells
the tale of the Ugly Duckling on his journey through
the big, wide world to find the place where he truly
belongs. CLASSIC STORIES: This classic tale, retold in
English and Spanish, captures a child's interest, page
after page, as they take their imagination on a
magical journey through timeless stories and
adventures. FEATURES: With English and Spanish text
side-by-side, this easy-to-follow Spanish story book is
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an excellent resource for strengthening reading skills.
With its bilingual format, this Spanish story book for
children is ideal for helping early readers with foreign
language comprehension. FAMILY STORY TIME:
Reading together is a great way to bond with your
child while also fostering communication,
understanding, and a lifelong love for reading. BUILD
A LIBRARY: Collect every title from the Keepsake
Stories collection to create the perfect library that will
enchant readers time and time again!

The Keepsake Stories Ugly Duckling
Companion to the hit The Three Ninja Pigs, this
fractured fairy tale is a sure-fire storytime hit. Wolf
just can’t catch a break! Ever since the three little
pigs started teaching everyone Ninja skills, huffing
and puffing just hasn’t been enough to scare up a
good meal. His craving for meat sends Wolf to classes
at the dojo, and soon he’s ready to try out his new
moves. A little girl and her tiny granny should be easy
targets—right? Not if Little Red has anything to say
about it! Kiya!

Rapunzel/Rapunzel
In this moving and timely story, a young child
describes what it is like to be a migrant as she and
her father travel north toward the US border. They
travel mostly on the roof of a train known as The
Beast, but the little girl doesn’t know where they are
going. She counts the animals by the road, the clouds
in the sky, the stars. Sometimes she sees soldiers.
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She sleeps, dreaming that she is always on the move,
although sometimes they are forced to stop and her
father has to earn more money before they can
continue their journey. As many thousands of people,
especially children, in Mexico and Central America
continue to make the arduous journey to the US
border in search of a better life, this is an important
book that shows a young migrant’s perspective.

The Ugly Duckling
A lonely, oddly-shaped pumpkin is sad that no one
chose him for Halloween, but by Thanksgiving he has
discovered where he belongs.
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